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Abstract: 
In the last two decades, scholars have designed various types of bibliographic-related indicators to identify 
breakthrough-class academic achievements (Lutz Bornmann, Tekles, Zhang, & Ye, 2019). In this study, we take a 
further step to look at properties of the promising “disruptive index” (DI), proposed by Wu et al. (Wu, Wang, & 
Evans, 2019), thus deepening our understanding of DI and further facilitating its wise use in bibliometrics. Using 
publication records for Nobel laureates between 1900 and 2016 (Li., Yin., Fortunato., & Wang., 2019), we calculate 
the DI of Nobel Prize-winning articles and its benchmark articles in each year and use the median DI to denote the 
central tendency in each year, and compare results between Medicine, Chemistry, and Physics. We find that 
conclusions based on DI depend on the length of their citation time window, and different citation time windows 
may cause different, even controversial, results. Also, discipline and time play a role on the length of citation 
window when using DI to measure the innovativeness of a scientific work. Finally, not all articles with DI equals to 
1 were the breakthrough-class achievements. In other words, the DI stands up theoretically, but we should not 
neglect that the DI was only shaped by the number of citing articles (𝑛"+𝑛#) and times the references have been cited 
(𝑛$), these data may vary from database to database. 
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One Sentence Summary: After analyzing the disruptive index (DI) of Nobel laureates’ publishing records, we find 
three pitfalls of using this indicator: the DI depends at least on the length of the citation window, discipline and 
publishing year of the work, and not all papers with DI equals to 1 have the highest disruptiveness effect. 
Main Text:  
Background: Foundational theories of innovation distinguish between two types of innovation. The first works 
within a well-defined tradition, where innovation builds upon and enhances its predecessors and, therefore, results in 
consolidation (Foster, Rzhetsky, & Evans, 2015; Funk & Owen-Smith, 2017). The second type challenges the 
existing paradigm and has the potential to disrupt existing fields (Kuhn, 1977; Wu et al., 2019). Despite the 
substantive and theoretical importance of differentiating between these two types of innovations, few studies 
measure them quantitatively; however, in the last two decades, scholars have designed various types of 
bibliographic-related indicators to identify breakthrough-class academic achievements (Lutz Bornmann et al., 2019), 
such as Uzzi et al. (Uzzi, Mukherjee, Stringer, & Jones, 2013), who applied the Z-score to measure the balance 
between atypical and conventional combination, which is a proxy of innovation. Following this, Foster et al. (Foster 
et al., 2015) analyzed millions of biomedical abstracts and developed a typology network of scientists’ research 
strategies. Wang et al. (Wang, Veugelers, & Stephan, 2017) introduced a “novelty score” to measure the 
innovativeness of articles based on cosine similarity. Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2019) designed a “disruptive index” (DI) 
to measure the disruptiveness of a scientific work.  
According to Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2019), DI was used in evaluating works introducing something new to their 
field to capture the degree to which this work disrupts its field and eclipses the work upon which it had been built. 
For example, Nobel Prize-winning articles (NPs) illustrate that DI can better distinguish NPs from other articles. A 
recent study (L. Bornmann & Tekles, 2019) that analyzed four papers and has shown that DI depends on the citation 
window, which must include at least three years to produce meaningful results. In this study, we take a further step 
to look at properties of the promising DI, proposed by Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2019), thus deepening our understanding 
of DI and further facilitating its wise use in bibliometrics.  
Data collection and methodology: We use the publication records for Nobel laureates between 1900 and 2016 (Li. 
et al., 2019) as the NPs in this study. All cited-citing relations of NPs were derived from Web of Science (WoS). 
The benchmark articles (BPs) are then implemented by randomly selecting another paper in the same journal issue 
for each of the NPs. Finally, 646 NPs and 653 BPs were collected after deleting the papers missing reference 
information. We calculate the DI of NPs and BPs in each year and use the median DI to denote the central tendency 
in each year, as the data do not follow a normal distribution. Due to the word limit, we do not describe the 
calculation of DI; however, the reader can find these details in our references (Wu et al., 2019). 
Results - DI depends on citation time window: Fig. 1 shows that DI presents an increasing tendency, in general, but 
different results occur when the citation time windows (t) were set among: t≤5, 6≤, t≤9, and t≥10. (As our data 
do not follow a normal distribution, mean DIs do not convey much information.) 
Results - Disciplinary and time effect on DI: Fig. 2A presents that the Physics, Medicine, and Chemistry field have 
different DI citation window variation tendency of NPs and BPs. The DI of NPs in Medicine is less than BPs 
published within 10 years or longer. The DI of NPs in Chemistry is less than BPs published within 6 years or longer, 
and the DI of NPs in Physics is less than BPs published within 4 years or longer. As for the time effect on DI, after 
considering the coverage of WoS, we compared the papers published before 1980 versus those published after 1980. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the DI dependence of time is different for NPs and BPs published before 1980 and after 1980.   
Conclusions: Firstly, conclusions based on DI depend on the length of their citation time window, and 
different citation time windows may cause different, even controversial, results. Disruptive achievements 
usually require more time to be recognized; therefore, a 10-year citation window, at least, will be more suitable than 
our reference (L. Bornmann & Tekles, 2019) proposed. Secondly, disciplinary and time effects may exist when 
using DI to measure the innovativeness of a scientific work. The physics, medicine, and chemistry field have 
different DI variation tendency for the NPs and BPs. Finally, not all articles with DI equals to 1 were the 
breakthrough-class achievements, because DI only shaped by the number of citing articles (𝑛"+𝑛#), number of 
references, and the number of times the references have been cited (𝑛$). We found many BPs have DI that equals to 
1 in each year after they published (such as paper ID=WOS:000200263700094). 
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Fig. 1 DI of NPs and BPs after their publication in each year 
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 Fig. 2 Disciplinary and time different on DI’s length of citation window 
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